
Title Description Segment Price Device

ABC - Magnetic Alphabet HD - Learn to Write! For 
Kids

Learn to write - with a magnetic alphabet!
A reinvention of the classic magnetic alphabet toy, giving the child over 
167 different magnets in 6 colors, for a total of 1002 pieces. Stimulate 
imagination and creativity, as the child explores letters and numbers in 
infinite colorful combinations. A great learning tool, and unbeatable 
entertainment for long car rides or waits, allowing children to play, 
practice spelling, send messages to family or friends, and create 
pictures.
Play with them, or let them discover this multi-colored, sound-enhanced 
alphanumeric universe.
For children of all ages, especially those discovering the alphabet.
Pieces include letters, numbers, symbols and shapes.
Images can be saved and shared on Facebook.

Primary Paid iPad

Kiddo Words - by Kiddo Apps Primary Paid iPad

MIX-MAX

Create fantasy animals - and learn the alphabet!
Combine parts of 30 animals to create more than 30 000 new fantasy 
animals in improbable mixes! Learn the alphabet by sorting the 
alphabetical animal parts until you get a complete and correct animal 
onscreen - and you’ll hear some interesting facts about it. Amusing 
audio gives you made-up fantasy animal names. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Snakestein's Reading Game ( English / German ) - 
Learning with Fun for Children - Language Game 
with a Virtual Blackboard

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Besser Sprechen Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad



CanooNet

A very handy dictionary for the German language.
Over 250 000 keywords, with all related genitive, past, plural, etc. forms. 
The lexical entries of Wikipedia are directly accessed, and optimized for 
mobile viewing, and for rapid download. Translations are also provided 
into German from the following languages: English, French, Spanish, 
Italian, Chinese.

Universal Free iPhone

Duden - German Spelling Dictionary

The 26th edition of this renowned Dictionary.
Contains spelling, word division and rules as obligatory in official public 
contexts from August 2009. Approx. 135 000 key words and phrases. 
Over 9 000 audio pronunciations for difficult words. No internet 
connection required. Over 500 000 meaning explanations and usage 
examples.

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Duden – German Explanatory Dictionary

A comprehensive German language dictionary.
Approx. 150 000 keywords and phrases, and over 500 000 explanations 
of meaning and usage, and over 8 000 audio pronunciations. Covers 
technical terms, professional terms, jargon and slang, as well as dialects 
and Austrian and Swiss German. Flashcard quiz game for testing your 
knowledge.

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Duden Diktattrainer Universal Paid iPhone
Erstes Schreiben, erstes Lesen Primary Paid iPad
Gedichte - Deutsche Gedichte klassisch bis 
modern

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

JanoschABC

Learn letters with this charming story!
Based on the German classic children’s book, the characters of the bear, 
tiger and tiger duck guide children as they learn letters and simple 
words. Catch moving letters and guide into place, watch animated 
scenes, hear pronunciation. Diverse settings. Enjoy the tale, and learn!

Primary Paid iPhone



LEO Wörterbuch

Extensive online dictionary access.
LEO is an internet-based electronic dictionary and translation dictionary, 
which hosts five free German-language-based bilingual dictionaries 
(German- English/French/Spanish/Italian/Chinese) and fora for 
additional language queries. Now you can access the LEO resources 
from your mobile device, look up words, or participate in discussions. 

Universal Free iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Der Mond war Zeuge

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“With only the moon as witness”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Die Spur führt nach Bayern

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“The trail of evidence points to Bavaria”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Jeder ist käuflich

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Everyone has a price”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Liebe bis in den Tod

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Love until death”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



LernKrimi DaF - Tatort: Krankenhaus

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Crime scene - the hospital”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Tod in der Oper

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Death at the Opera”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Tödlicher Cocktail

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Deadly Cocktail”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

LernKrimi DaF - Tödlicher Irrtum

Have fun while improving your German!
In this entertaining crime series following the adventures of detective 
Patrick Reich, you can practice your reading, listen to audiobook 
readings, and read-along. Tap for vocabulary and cultural information, 
and work on interactive exercises to test your German skills. Episode - 
“Fatal error”. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Lieblings-Gedichte der Deutschen Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Lingolia Deutsche Grammatik Universal Paid iPad
1 Montessori Pre-Language Exercises HD - 
Opposites Primary Paid iPad

A B C Alphabets Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad



ABC Expedition Primary Paid iPad

ABC Go Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

ABC Learning Pad Game HD - for iPad

Four games in one, a basic learning toolkit.
Alphabet - letter recognition and pronunciation with associating word 
(e.g. “A is for Apple”)
Animals - picture, name and sound!
Numbers - counting, recognition, pronunciation, spelling. 
Colors - recognition, associating objects, spelling of the color words. 
Child can learn at their own pace, or play quiz game once they are 
comfortable.

Primary Paid iPad

ABC Music

Discover musical instruments - and practice letters and words!
Little Explorers characters lead the child through discovery of over 50 
musical instruments. 
Each new word spelled out prompts a new musical instrument, with 
beautiful photos and delightful videos. 
Letter and word recognition accompany discovery of the instruments 
and their sounds and look. 
From familiar guitars and pianos to agogo bells and bagpipes, the Little 
Explorers travel through a wide-ranging sound universe while 
reinforcing reading and alphabet skills.
Hundreds of photos and curated videos from YouTube.
Entertaining music facts. 
For toddlers and preschoolers upwards. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

ABC Phonics Sight Words HD - for iPad Primary Paid iPad
ABC Phonics Sight Words Kids Game Primary Paid iPhone
ABC Phonics Word Families Game Primary Paid iPhone



abc PocketPhonics: letter sounds & writing + first 
words

Teaches the basics of reading and writing to young children. 
Combines letter sounds, letter writing by tracing with fingers, and 
learning to sound and spell 170 basic words. App is customizable with a 
wide range of setting e.g. for letter style (uppercase, lowercase, cursive). 
Follows the UK national curriculum, with option of a UK speaking voice. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

ABC Song Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

ABC Wildlife

Discover different animals - and practice letters and words!
Little Explorers characters lead the child through discovery of over 80 
different animals. 
Each new word spelled out prompts a new animal, with beautiful photos 
and delightful videos ideal for the larger screen. Thoughtful navigation 
options are fully optimized on iPad. 
For toddlers and preschoolers upwards.

Primary Paid iPad

ABC Writing Primary Paid iPhone
ABC Xenegugeli Primary Paid iPhone

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

AbcTiger Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Advanced Grammar in Use Activities Universal Paid iPhone
Advanced Grammar in Use Tests Universal Paid iPhone
Adventures for Kids Primary Paid iPad

Alpha Writer, by Montessorium Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Alphabet Photo Machine

Scroll through the alphabet in photos!
333 photos linked with 60 early sight words - children explore the 
photos, naturally associating them with alphabet letters and with words. 
Photos of animals, fruit, children, vehicles. Child chooses photos which 
interest them, engaging their interest in the learning situation. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad



Alphabets in the Zoo for the iPad Primary Paid iPad
Alphabets in the Zoo for the iPhone Primary Paid iPhone
AlphaBetty's ABCs Primary Paid iPhone
Alphabytes Primary Paid iPad
Animal Train - First Word HD FREE by 22learn Primary Free iPad
Baa Baa Black Sheep - by Duck Duck Moose Primary Paid iPhone
Basic English Universal Paid iPad

Basic Pronunciation: Clear Speech From the Start Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Bob Books #1 - Reading Magic Primary Paid iPhone

British Accent

Learn or perfect RP English pronunciation with this app. 
Useful if you feel that your English is not well understood, or if you don’t 
feel confident about your accent in English. Focus on repeated 
pronunciation of individual sounds, to shift your overall accent towards 
the well-known “BBC English” RP standard. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Build A Word Primary Paid iPhone
Build A Word - Easy Spelling - Learn to Spell Sight 
Words, Long Vowel and Short Vowel Words Primary Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Business English: Socializing and Small Talk

Improve your business English - fast!
For students who need to rapidly improve their skills in business 
socializing and small talk in English, this app provides a fun and focused 
solution. 
Built around a real-life scenario, a combination of short video modules, 
training in core skills, and testing lead the student through the evolution 
of the scenario.
Interactive practice develops structures, phrases and vocabulary.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

CAE Trainer Universal Paid iPhone



Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Talking 
Dictionary

A great dictionary for learners of English!
Designed for upper-intermediate to advanced learners of English, 
embedded with both British and American English pronunciations in 
real native voices. Over 190,000 words, phrases, idioms, phrasal verbs 
and meanings. Over 80,000 full example sentences and phrases, 
reflecting how real English is used day-to-day situations.

Universal Paid iPhone

Chambers Dictionary

The riches of the English language, at your fingertips!
Over 260,000 distinct words, compounds, phrases and derived forms, in 
this renowned dictionary treasured by word-lovers and crossword 
enthusiasts. Clear, accurate and occasionally witty definitions, with a rich 
stock of words from our literary heritage plus the latest new words from 
science, technology and contemporary culture. 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Clifford's BE BIG with Words

Fun learning with letters!
A great word game for kids, with TV series hero Clifford the Big Red 
Dog.
Suggest ideas for Jetta to paint, by picking letters from the painter’s 
palette. Once a word is spelled, a picture is painted of the word to show 
its meaning! Over 100 age-appropriate word possibilities. 

Primary Paid iPad

Conversation English HD Universal Paid iPad

Dictionary.com - Dictionary & Thesaurus - Free

Almost 2 000 000 words, definitions, synonyms and antonyms.
Features audio pronunciations, voice-to-text search, Word of the Day 
and Hot Word blog.
Nearly 1 000 000 words and definitions in the Dictionary - 90 000 
synonyms and antonyms in the Thesaurus. Example sentences, non-
standard content, word origin and history.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

eliasABC

ABC through bright and charming illustrations!
26 illustrated flash cards with memorable and attractive images - softly 
spoken letters and words. Amusing animations keep child engaged. 
Perfect for toddlers to develop their vocabulary and learn first words. 

Primary Paid iPhone



eliasZOO

Animal sounds for toddlers!
22 animals to learn, with an attractive illustration of each one. Poke each 
animal to hear the sound, then swipe the card to see and hear its name. 
Fun and educational, easy to use. Encourages young children to build 
their vocabulary and learn first words. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Elmo Loves ABCs for iPad Primary Paid iPad
English Grammar in Use Activities Universal Paid iPhone
English Grammar in Use Tests Universal Paid iPhone
Essential Grammar in Use Activities Universal Paid iPhone
Essential Grammar in Use Tests Universal Paid iPhone
Families 2 Primary Free iPad
FCE Trainer Universal Paid iPhone

First Words

Helps toddlers, pre-schoolers and kindergartners build their vocabulary. 
Touch a picture, and the animated screen zooms in on the item, and 
reveals the word, which is simultaneously spoken. Eight basic categories 
of word: ABC, Animals, Beach, Numbers, Sports, Fruit, Colors and 
Shapes. Sound effects and animation keep children amused while 
learning. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

FirstWords: Animals

Helps toddlers, pre-schoolers and kindergartners build their vocabulary.
Improves children’s motor skills, teaches them to match letters, learn 
letter names, and spell words. All while playing with 39 beautifully 
illustrated animal friends, with matching sounds. Arrange the letters 
correctly to see the animal spin round and make a sound! 
User interface specially designed for small children. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

FirstWords: At Home

Get a headstart in learning letters and words!
Improves children’s motor skills, teaches them to match letters, learn 
letter names, and spell words. All while playing with 30 beautifully 
illustrated items from around the house.
Touch a letter and its name is spoken. Push letter to the right location, 
and it snaps into place. Complete a word and it is spelled out while an 
entertaining animation plays. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad



FirstWords: Deluxe

Get a headstart in learning letters and words!
Improves children’s motor skills, teaches them to match letters, learn 
letter names, and spell words. 147 words, including 44 animals, 35 
vehicles, 14 colors, 22 shapes, and 32 words from around the house. 
Beautifully illustrated, with matching sounds. User interface specially 
designed for small children. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

FirstWords: Vehicles

Get a headstart in learning letters and words!
Improves children’s motor skills, teaches them to match letters, learn 
letter names, and spell words. All while playing with 26 beautifully 
illustrated vehicles, with matching sounds. Arrange the letters correctly 
to see the vehicle spin round and make a sound! 
User interface specially designed for small children. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Fish School - by Duck Duck Moose Primary Paid iPhone
FlashGram Primary Paid iPhone
Forvo English Pronunciation Universal Paid iPhone
Free Word Warp Universal Free iPhone
Freight Train Primary Paid iPhone

GrammarPrep: Subjects and Verbs Secondary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

IELTS 6 Trainer Universal Paid iPhone
IELTS 7 Trainer Universal Paid iPhone

In My Dreams

Have fun with reading, matching and sign language. 
The app uses animation and repetition to promote literacy. Listen, watch 
and touch, sliding words into place in the sentence, and images in the 
picture. Each page has the same sentence structure and reinforces 
understanding of nouns, verbs and prepositions. 
Ideal for speech therapists and reading teachers. 

Universal Paid iPhone

InQuizitor GCSE English Secondary Paid iPhone
InQuizitor Standard Grade English Secondary Paid iPhone

Interactive Alphabet - ABC Flash Cards Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad



Interchange 3e Arcade, All-level edition Universal Paid iPhone
Interchange 3e Arcade, Intro Level Universal Paid iPhone
Interchange 3e Arcade, Level 1 Universal Paid iPhone
Interchange 3e Arcade, Level 2 Universal Paid iPhone
Interchange 3e Arcade, Level 3 Universal Paid iPhone

Intro to Letters, by Montessorium

Montessori language learning - at your fingertips!
Children can trace letters, uniting sounds with muscular and visual 
stimulus - and record their own voice making the sounds. Following a 
Montessori structure through phonograms to names of letters, the app 
provides an aesthetically pleasing environment for the child to develop 
basic language skills. 

Primary Paid iPhone

iSpy Phonics Primary Paid iPhone

iWriteWords (Handwriting Game)

Learn to write - and have fun!
Charming bright colors, attractive artwork, and an entertaining way to 
learn. Help Mr Crab collect numbers in sequence by dragging with your 
finger - and you draw a letter! Impressive and imaginative animation 
leads the child on to higher levels. 70 uppercase and 70 lowercase 
words, plus letters of the alphabet. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Japanese Phrases & Lessons

A great way to learn conversational Japanese!
A comprehensive beginner’s course, with 2 700 phrases all with native 
speaker recorded sound, hundreds of lessons and a variety of ways to 
learn. HIragana, katakana, romanji, quizzes and flashcards, and cultural 
notes. A rich resource for learning to speak and recognize Japanese 
phrases. 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

LanguageBuilder for iPad Primary Paid iPad
Learn English British Vocabulary - Gengo 
WordPower for iPad Universal Paid iPad



Little Bella's - I Close My Eyes - Animated 
Children's Book

Charming read-along bedtime story with music and beautiful images. 
Animated shorts about a little girl falling asleep - in her thoughts she 
flies through the clouds, jumps like a frog, or becomes a slippery slug. 
Beautiful imaginary world, all animated by touch. Read along with Little 
Bella. Enjoy the music. Listen with parents, or navigate for yourself!

Primary Paid iPhone

Little Sky Writers for iPhone Primary Paid iPhone

Mad Libs

Crazy game to motivate children’s reading and writing.
It’s silly - but you can have fun, and be encouraged to read and write at 
the same time. Themed silly stories provided with blanks for you to fill 
in, in a digital version of traditional children’s game. Can motivate 
children who are reluctant to write or to enjoy words. 

Primary Free iPhone

Martha Speaks Dog Party Primary Paid iPhone

Mastering English Punctuation

How good is your punctuation? 
Whether you want to master your writing skills, or whether you are 
learning English as a second language, this app is a great companion 
which assesses your grasp of English punctuation and helps you correct 
your errors. 102 multiple choice questions, a rating, explanations, and 
practical tips. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Match it up 1 Primary Free iPad
Match it up 2 Primary Free iPad
Match it up 3 Primary Free iPad

Match The Letter Primary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Milly Molly and the Bike Ride Primary Paid iPhone
Montessori Approach To Vocabulary HD - Home Primary Paid iPad
My Scene Primary Free iPad
PET Trainer Universal Paid iPhone



Phonics - ABC and Words

Learn your phonetic alphabet - and see the alphabet dance!
Alphabet section teaches the basics of phonetic sounds of each word. 
Word section teaches the child how to spell out words phonetically to 
be able to read them. The correct answer makes the alphabet or word 
dance to fun music!

Primary Paid iPhone

Phonics Made Easy Flash Action Primary Paid iPad

Pictello Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Play 'n' Say House Primary Paid iPhone

Poem Flow Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Poetry Now 2011 Leaving Cert English Higher 
Level Secondary Paid iPhone/ 

iPad
Poetry Now 2011 Leaving Cert English Ordinary 
Level Secondary Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Pronunciation: Clear Speech Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Read&amp;Write: Letters, Sounds and 
Combinations Primary Paid iPad

Rory's Story Cubes

9 cubes, 54 images - over 10 million combinations. Unlimited stories!
Game helps children with literacy and story-telling skills. Just shake your 
mobile device to roll the 9 cubes. Now create a story using the 9 face-up 
images. Simple yet powerful, unlocking children’s creative abilities. 

Primary Paid iPhone

See Read Say

Improve your reading!
For children or adults learning to read, it can be very helpful to focus on 
the Dolch sight words - a list of 220 words which generally make up 
from 50 to 75 percent of reading material encountered by students. 
Mastery of the Dolch words builds confidence. See, read and say the 
words - tap to hear audio. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Sentence Builder for iPad Primary Paid iPhone



Shake and Spell Pro

An addictive spelling game!
Shake your iPhone or iPod Touch to scramble the board - then spell until 
your time runs out! Find as many words as you can to make the high 
score list. You can play online, competing for the high score each day! 
Play with friends, to see who scores the most on the same board. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Shakespeare

Invaluable Shakespeare reference app.
The complete works of Shakespeare.
(40 plays, 154 sonnets, and 6 poems, plus doubtful works). Full, high-
quality texts, searchable concordance, search the full works easily. Text 
resizer with choice of seven sizes, landscape mode for maximum 
reading area, and recall of last page viewed. 

Secondary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Shakespeare In Bits: Macbeth iPad Edition

Featuring Stephen Dillane and Fiona Shaw, this app brings the student 
into the world of Shakespeare by using the latest of modern technology 
to link the complete original text with extensive and powerful study 
aids.
At the heart of the app is the complete, unabridged, original play text.
Touching the text leads to modern translations for difficult words, as well 
as complete study notes for each section, plot summaries, and analysis.
The entire play is read, starring Dillane and Shaw, with two-and-a-half 
hours of animation of every scene. 
Reading and studying the “bits” (short sections) of the app title, the 
student can grapple with the detail of this key text, while enjoying an 
outstanding performance and presentation which brings the play to life 
in their hands.

Primary Paid iPad



Shakespeare In Bits: Romeo & Juliet iPad Edition 
LITE

Featuring Kate Beckinsale and Michael Sheen, this app brings the 
student into the world of Shakespeare by using the latest of modern 
technology to link the complete original text with extensive and 
powerful study aids.
At the heart of the app is the complete, unabridged, original play text.
Touching the text leads to modern translations for difficult words, as well 
as complete study notes for each section, plot summaries, and analysis.
The entire play is read, starring Beckinsale and Sheen, with 
accompanying animation of the action. 
Reading and studying the “bits” (short sections) of the app title, the 
student can grapple with the detail of this key text, while enjoying an 
outstanding performance and presentation which brings the play to life 
in their hands.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPad

Shakespeare Pro

Invaluable Shakespeare reference app plus powerful study tools.
The complete works of Shakespeare (41 plays, 154 sonnets, and 6 
poems, including doubtful works). Students can locate quotations, or 
employ the powerful searchable glossary based on the best-selling 
lexicon “Shakespeare’s Words”.
Visual presentation options, scene breakdowns, short versions for a 
younger audience, bookmarks, biographical information and discussion 
of scansion.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Shape-O ABC's Primary Paid iPad
SmartKids Picture Dictionary HD Primary Paid iPad
Speak, Piggy! Primary Paid iPhone
SpellBoard Universal Paid iPad
SpellBoard Buddy Universal Paid iPhone
StoryKit Universal Free iPhone
SUPER WHY! Primary Paid iPhone
SUPER WHY! for iPad Primary Paid iPad
The Princess and the Frog Read-Along Primary Paid iPad



The Times Spelling Bee

A great incentive for improving spelling!
Choose one of 3 difficulty levels, and Lexi, the animated wordmaster, 
will ask you to spell a series of easy, medium or hard words. Beware! 
One misspelt word and you are out! Click for tips on the word’s origin, 
part of speech, a context sentence and a definition. 9 000 words. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Travel Interpreter

Your personal interpreter for 24 languages!
A talking, illustrated phrasebook which translates English words and 
phrases into 24 languages. It simply speaks the phrase for you! More 
than 2 100 phrases for each language, organized by category for easy 
reference, plus by-word search function. Simple to use. 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Vocabolistic

Vocabulary-building app. Improve your English vocabulary and 
proficiency. 
A great resource for SAT/GRE/GMAT preparation, with almost 5 000 
commonly used words. Learn new words, understand meanings through 
examples, and reinforce your learning through usage in sentences. A 
large correction of tricky words - with multiple meanings - is especially 
useful for foreign language learners. 

Universal Free iPhone

Winnie the Pooh Puzzle Book Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Word Cub Letters & Sounds Primary Paid iPhone

Word Magic Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Word Shaker Universal Paid iPhone
Word Wagon - by Duck Duck Moose Primary Paid iPhone



WordBook English Dictionary & Thesaurus

This excellent English dictionary and thesaurus is one of the most 
sought-out apps on the internet, since its appearance in .
150 000 entries with more than 220 000 definitions and 70 000 usage 
samples. 
Both pronunciation guides and real human voice pronunciations. 
Tapping on any word in a given definition brings up a further definition 
of that word, leading the student on to expand and develop their 
mastery of the English language.
New words are proposed daily for study, and shaking the iPad 
generates new random words. 
Solid, effective, motivational, with amusing vocabulary expansion 
features.
Both American and British spellings.
Voted one of the top apps for English majors, by the USA College 
Times.
Does not require internet connection for use, except to view web 
dictionaries or play online pronunciation voices.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



WordBook XL - English Dictionary & Thesaurus 
for iPad

This excellent English dictionary and thesaurus is one of the most 
sought-out apps on the internet, since its appearance in .
150 000 entries with more than 220 000 definitions and 70 000 usage 
samples. 
Both pronunciation guides and real human voice pronunciations. 
Tapping on any word in a given definition brings up a further definition 
of that word, leading the student on to expand and develop their 
mastery of the English language.
New words are proposed daily for study, and shaking the iPad 
generates new random words. 
Solid, effective, motivational, with amusing vocabulary expansion 
features.
Both American and British spellings.
Voted one of the top apps for English majors, by the USA College 
Times.
Does not require internet connection for use, except to view web 
dictionaries or play online pronunciation voices.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Wordflick Jr.

A fast word-game for children. 
Words are formed as quickly as the player can drag the letters to the 
bottom of the screen. Letters can be rearranged by sliding the tiles 
around, as other options become obvious. Higher scores for longer 
words, and fun bonus tiles. Improve spelling, vocabulary, and spatial 
recognition proficiency. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Words - 4 letter words and spelling (100+ words) Primary Paid iPhone

zooSpelling

Make your own zoo - and learn to spell!
Child spells simple words, encouraged by audio and color clues. When 
the words are spelled correctly, an animal can be revealed - it makes its 
sound, and joins the child’s zoo. Collect more animals the more you 
spell!

Primary Paid iPhone



Don Quijote - (Don Quixote) Spanish Version 
(ebook)

Discover the true Don Quixote!
Don Quijote - or Quixote - is a universal symbol for the pursuit of 
extravagantly chivalrous ideals.
Read the original novel, still entertaining and startling four centuries 
after publication. Doré’s celebrated engravings illustrate the text - 190 
wood-engraved plates, 120 of them full page, including the iconic 
charging of the windmill - and add to our enjoyment. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Gran Diccionario Vox de la Lengua Española

A very complete monolingual Spanish dictionary by Spanish language 
specialist Vox.
Over 112 000 definitions, thousands of Spanish verbs conjugated, and 
no internet connection required. Slang, technical language and regional 
spelling/usage. Phonetic breakdown of each entry. Instant translation of 
numbers into Spanish text. Hundreds of usage notes on tricky 
constructions. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Mio Cid

The earliest Spanish epic poem, now available for consultation on your 
mobile device.
Based on historical events of the Spanish Reconquista, and the real 
personage El Cid (1043-1099). 3 700 verses, remarkably realistic 
compared with contemporary European epics.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

RAEútil

Two top Spanish dictionaries to hand!
A rapid and elegant interface for connecting to two online dictionaries 
of the Royal Spanish Academy - the DRAE dictionary, and the DPD 
dictionary focusing on questions in Spanish language use. Customizable 
interface, additional access to dictionary of synonyms and antonyms 
and multiple search possibilities make this an indispensable Spanish 
language tool.

Universal Paid iPhone



ABC lettres bâtons

Learn to write the alphabet!
In this simple but pleasing app, the child selects a letter, which appears 
along with an animal beginning with that letter. Follow the order of the 
lines to trace the letter successfully. The letters and words are 
pronounced in French. Real-time detection of correct tracing 
movements.

Primary Paid iPad

abc lettres cursives Primary Paid iPad

ABC rigolo Grandes lettres

A simple and fun way for a child to learn to recognize capital letters. 
Each letter of the alphabet is associated with an image beginning with 
that letter.
S for Snake, O for Orange... with audio prompts, and rewarding 
animations for successful choices. Focus on drawing the letter shapes on 
the screen. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Anthologie de la Poésie

A good app for browsing through poetry in French. 
An easy interface, which can recall automatically your last read page. 
297 works of poetry, full texts. A wide range of authors, 112 in total from 
Dante Alighieri to Oscar Wilde, make this a varied collection of classical 
works.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



Antidote Ardoise - Dictionnaires & Guides

Magical richness, at your fingertips.
The language of Molière unfolds before the student - updated to the 
latest slang, quotations, and anglicisms. 

Antidote Mobile brings together ten dictionaries and ten language 
guides of the highest quality, making their combined power available to 
you without needing Internet connection.

Superb interface and layout, providing effortless presentation of flexion, 
relative frequency, usage, synonyms, analogies...
The guides cover all aspects of the French language, with over 650 
articles clearly organized. 

Perhaps the finest French reference tool available for iPad and iPhone.

Universal Paid iPad



Antidote Mobile - Dictionnaires & Guides

Magical richness, at your fingertips.
The language of Molière unfolds before the student - updated to the 
latest slang, quotations, and anglicisms. 
Antidote Mobile brings together ten dictionaries and ten language 
guides of the highest quality, making their combined power available to 
you without needing Internet connection.
Superb interface and layout, providing effortless presentation of flexion, 
relative frequency, usage, synonyms, analogies...
The guides cover all aspects of the French language, with over 650 
articles clearly organized. 
Perhaps the finest French reference tool available for iPad and iPhone.
122 000 definitions
40 000 expressions
1 000 000 synonyms
9000 verb conjugations
250 000 quotations
and much more...

Universal Paid iPad

BESCHERELLE - Le Conjugueur

Master conjugating the French verb.
Check how to conjugate French verbs, and perfect your grasp of 
conjugation with the built-in conjugation test game! Bescherelle has a 
venerable history as a French conjugation guide, and now that 
knowledge and quality of presentation is available for iOS devices! 
Clear and intuitive interface, good search function. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Bescherelle, Le dictionnaire des synonymes

A rich dictionary of synonyms in French, from leading publisher 
Bescherelle.
Over 77 000 entries, with over 3 000 000 synonyms and antonyms. Also 
provides antonyms, paronyms, and a basic definition for each entry. You 
can click on any word in an explanation to voyage further and further 
into the rich word resources of this dictionary. 

Universal Paid iPad

BORDAS Dictionnaire des Rimes et sonorités HD Universal Paid iPad
Boucle d’or – Les contes classiques Nathan Primary Paid iPad



C Exquis - Le jeu du Cadavre Exquis

Amusing game invented by the Surrealists, now on your mobile device.
Play with your friends, adding parts of a sentence in sequence, shaking 
the device between each addition to hide the earlier parts of the 
sentence. Strange, and often oddly poetic results, which you can publish 
to Facebook. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Conjugaison

J’aime, tu aimes, il aime...
The app provides a database of 6000 French verbs with their 
conjugations. Verb conjugations are displayed in elegantly formatted 
tables. Scroll the alphabetical list of verbs, use the vertical alphabetical 
index, or type the first letters into the powerful search engine to find the 
verb you want to conjugate! 

Universal Paid iPhone

Conjugueur2

A very handy conjugation database, which doesn’t require internet 
access.
More than 9 800 verbs are included, alphabetically listed, with a search 
engine. Also contains a database of the main spelling and syntax rules 
of current usage. Useful for a sudden moment of doubt about a 
conjugation. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Dictionnaire de français

Mobile consultation of one of the major French dictionaries published 
by Éditions Larousse.
Whether it’s to check a spelling, a conjugation, to find a definition, a 
synonym or a citation, this dictionary meets all your everyday needs. 90 
000 words, more than 135 000 definitions, and 6 000 practical articles 
on difficult areas.

Universal Paid iPhone

Dictionnaire L'Internaute

Six French dictionaries are united in this app.
Includes French language, synonyms, expressions, conjugation, 
citations, and a historic dictionary.
More than 45 000 words and expressions, and a powerful combination 
of different perspectives make this a handy app for anyone using the 
French language. 

Universal Paid iPhone

French GCSE Revision Secondary Paid iPhone
Gaspard, le loup qui avait peur du loup - HD Primary Paid iPad



Hansel and Gretel SD - So Ouat! Primary Paid iPhone

iBibliothèque Universal Free iPhone/ 
iPad

iTooch - Les Bases du Français Universal Paid iPad

iTooch Français CM2

Fun French language course covering French CM2 school program.
Extensive and wide-ranging French language app, with 84 chapters 
covering the curriculum divided into grammar, conjugation, spelling 
and vocabulary. Over 5 000 activities, accompanied by an amusing 
cartoon character. Children can follow a preset lesson pattern, or choose 
subjects which interest them.

Primary Paid iPad

iTooch Français CM2 Lite

Fun French language course covering French CM2 school program.
Extensive and wide-ranging French language app, with 84 chapters 
covering the curriculum divided into grammar, conjugation, spelling 
and vocabulary. Over 5 000 activities, accompanied by an amusing 
cartoon character. Children can follow a preset lesson pattern, or choose 
subjects which interest them.

Primary Free iPad

Jack and the Beanstalk HD - So Ouat! Primary Paid iPad

Le Conjugueur

Conjugate all the French verbs!
Internet connection not needed to run app. Detailed grammatical rules 
presented, along with a visual layout of conjugations which makes it 
easy to see the changing verb endings.Smart search enables you to find 
verbs even if unsure of correct spelling. 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

LE ROBERT - Dictionnaire Dixel, Découverte de 
mots, Jeux de lettres, Assistant de mots croisés

Excellent French dictionary and dictionary games.
The legendary richness and precision of the Robert French dictionaries, 
now available on-the-go! The app has an outstanding Robert dictionary, 
with 95 000 French words, and 30 000 proper names. But also three 
playful sections: a word discovery game, games of anagrams and 
bigrams, and the crossword assistant! 

Universal Paid iPad

Mes Mots à moi Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad



Poésie Collection (600 poèmes) Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Taoki et compagnie

A fun reading app, using the syllable method. 
Three characters - Taoki the dragon, Lili and Hugo - take children on a 
journey through their magical world, initiating them into the pleasures 
of reading through focus on syllables and their sounds. Interactive 
exercises with sound and touch, focusing on reading as enjoyment. 

Primary Paid iPad

Il Devoto-Oli

The full version of the Italian Devoto-Oli dictionary.
One of the most celebrated Italian dictionaries. 150 000 definitions with 
grammar indications, phonetic spelling, and correct hyphenation. 400 
current neologisms from politics, economics, the media and new 
technology. Audio pronunciation in the original language and Italian of 
foreign words. Multiple search modes. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Rory's Story Cubes Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone

Montessori Approach To Language - Movable 
Alphabet HD Primary Paid iPad

*FREE* Grammar Up Universal Free iPhone
Rhyme Time Universal Paid iPhone
ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND HD. 
ITBOOK STORY Primary Paid iPad

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD. ITBOOK STORY HD Primary Paid iPad
Sleeping Beauty: A Magic Fairy Tale Story Book 
for Kids Primary Paid iPad

Jack and the Beanstalk: A Magic Fairy Tale Story 
Book for Kids Primary Paid iPad

The Three Little Pigs HD - So Ouat! Primary Paid iPad
Puss in Boots 3D Primary Paid iPad


